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Type 

Duel 

Ahsoka vs Asajj 

 

Environment 

Ilum System:  Ilum was the ice planet home to many of the Adegan crystals used in the 

construction of Jedi light sabers. The caverns containing the crystals were long ago turned into a 

Jedi temple. The landscape is dotted with towering ice mountains and treacherous caverns. 

Tone 

Both Jedi are relatively young and it is shown in the mistakes they make and the way they 

sometimes rush fool hardily into battle. Asajj, desperate to earn respect and favour from Dooku is 

determined as ever, visibly angry and violent. Ahsoka is keen to impress Anakin and is just as 

determined to earn her masters favour, although her attitude is more cool and calculated with the 

occasional rookie mistake. No anger is shown but cockiness and attitude is displayed in her 

fighting. 

Features 

 

 Collapsing ice pillars 

 Crevices 

 Falling Ice Spikes 

Goals 

Overall 

 Retrieve Data From Assaj Detailing the New Hologram Fighter Schematic. 

Set 1 

 Push Asajj backwards along the treacherous ice pillars till you have her cornered against a 

crevice 

Set 2 

 Cut the ice crystal down onto Asajj to pin her to the floor and retrieve the Data. 

Set 3 

 Cause an avalanche of ice by severing 3 main ice supports in the large cavern to bury Assaj 

Actions 

 Force-Leaping between Ice platforms. 

 Force Breaking Ice Crystals Hanging from the ceiling. 

 Exploiting the weaknesses in the ice to try collapse platform with saber down thrusts. 

 Throwing the saber.

http://starwars.wikia.com/wiki/Adegan_crystal
http://starwars.wikia.com/wiki/Crystal_Caves_(Ilum)
http://starwars.wikia.com/wiki/Lightsaber_crystal


Area Outline 

Set 1 

 1A: Crevice covered, shifting dangerous snow littered Ice Shelf. 

 2A: The cracks emit a ghostly blue colour and rugged sharp spikes dot ice walls, plummeting 

away into blackness. 

 3A:  Gaps increase between platforms forcing the players to force jump to follow their quarry. 

 4A: Finalizing on a larger platform at the edge of the ice platform with formidable ice 

mountains as a backdrop. 

 

Set 2 

 1A: Caverns below the ice shelf, passages and holes branching off in all directions. 

 2A: Icicles hang hazardously from the arches of these great halls, spelling impending doom 

for those beneath one that falls. 

 3A: Gorgodons have made a home among this deep ice cavern and their snow covered forms 

are seen dashing past. They certainly look formidable and an encounter may prove fatal, even 

for a jedi. 

 4A: Opens into large a cavern once the players have brawled through the close quarter 

hallways of ice. 

Set 3 

 1A: From the close quarters corridors the brawl arrives in an open cavern enormous in scope 

and size. 

 2A: Ethereal rock pools of blue with strange aquatic life cluster at the base of stalagmites in 

the imposing large area. 

 3A: Stalactites cluster the ceiling in places and shake with the clash of sabers and boots. 

 4.A A Gorgodon cave in the corner is an unpleasant sight littered with humans skulls as well 

as the bones of other unfortunate animals. Maybe a power up or two as well... 

 

Transitions 

Set 1 

 Your saber lands flush with Assaj's arm and cuts into it. She screams and recoils dropping her 

saber nearby and Ahsoka closes the distance between them pointing the saber at her neck. 

 Despite seemingly defeated, Assaj seems defiant in the face of defeat and grins boldly. 

 Ahsoka undeterred tells her as ordered by the Jedi counsel she is under arrest. 

 The saber glows brightly to Assag's left and a crack emits from it in the ice. 

 The platform breaks up and rocks violently. The saber rockets to Assag's hand and she strikes 

Ahsoka's saber away. 

 There sabers clash one more time before the whole platform tilts then begins to plummet 

downwards like a house of cards meeting its doom. 

Set 2 

 Ahsoka force throws her saber through an ice spike above Assaj and impales her cloak and 

side underneath the ice spear. She screams and goes to strike just as a boot comes down on 

her free arm while her saber is kicked away with a clatter. 

 “The plans, Sith scum!” exclaims Ahsoka. The Sith spits at her. Ahsoka Slices another spike 

off the wall next to her and spears it through the Siths free arm. The Sith screams and start 

cursing her. 



 Ahsoka, moving freely now, searches the Siths body and quickly finds the data disk and the 

schematics within. 

 The Sith works at the spike while the Jedi searches her, using force pull. As Ahsoka stands 

the spear flies past her head, missing by a fraction. 

 Ahsoka activates her saber and stops Assaj's slicing into her legs. Assaj cuts the holding spike 

and rises to her feet. “It ends Now Jedi! She screams while rushing Ahsoka. 

Set 3  

 The 3
rd

 support is severed and crumples to the ground, a large rubbling sound echoes round 

the room. 

 The room starts to come down section by section, chasing both jedi like a runaway rhino. 

 Ice spears slams down to the left and right of both jedi. Ahsoka has the lead. 

 Ahsoka reaches the cavern doorway just in time and Assaj is engulfed in white plumes of ice 

and snow 

 The clouds of white particles clear and the room is blocked in and there is no sign of the sith. 

 “Now to figure a way out of here” Ahsoka says as she wanders off into the labyrinth of 

corridors and caves deep in the ice shelf of Ilum. 

Events 

 

 Gorgodon Dashes Past 

 Ice spikes fall from tremors 

 

Prop List 

 

 Ice spears 

 Skulls bones 

 Force push-able ice pillars. 

 

 

 


